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The 4f 5d transitions of Ce', E„"(Fq12) U~( T2 ) and E„"(F5i2)-E~ ( T2 ) have been
studied at precisely octahedral sites using absorption and magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD)
techniques at liquid-helium temperature. The no-phonon lines of the two transitions are
located at 28196 and 29435 cm, respectively. Considerable vibronic structure is resolved
in both bands characterized by long progressions in vi(a~) of the CeC16

" moiety with low-en-
ergy lattice progressions superimposed. The U~ and E~ excited states show a spin-orbit
splitting of -1240 cm versus a predicted free-ion value of 34/2~ 1500 cm . The MCD
spectrum strongly supports the proposed assignments. There are no indications of a signi-
ficant Jahn-Teller effect in the U~( T2 ) excited state. Since no further Ce ' absorption is
detected out to 50000 cm, b(=—10Dq) —20000 cm in the excited state.

I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD) tech-
nique has recently been employed with consider-
able success to elucidate the low-temperature high-
resolution optical spectra of several octahedral
transition-metal hexahalides doped into cubic
hosts. ' 4 This technique is applied here to study,
at high resolution and in an octahedral environ-
ment, the simplest f- d transition arising in the
lanthanides. Although many spectroscopic studies
of lanthanides have been reported in cubal (eight-
coordinate) environments, 5 little or no work ap-
pears to have been done on these ions at precisely
octahedral (six-coordinate) crystal sites. ' This is
now possible for lanthanides (and other ions) in the
3+ oxidation state following the work of Morss et
al. , ~ who recently reported that the trivalent ion
M in the cubic crystals Cs~NaMCl, is six-coordi-
nate at a site of O„symmetry (with I any one of a
variety of ions). These workers suggested that
such crystals would be useful for studying various
properties of trivalent ions, though only one study
seems to have appeared so far —involving paramag-
netic-susceptibility n".easurements on the pure
material Cs~NaYbC16. Our report describes the
first of a series of optical studies using the trans-
parent (to at least 2000 A) diamagnetic host
Cs,NaYCl„which accepts as dopants a variety of
trivalent rare-earth and first-row transition-metal
ions, as well as several tetravalent third-row ions.

Ce3' is of interest for several reasons. Since
the ground-state configuration is f, it is possible
to study the simplest f- d transition in an environ-
ment which an EPR study shows to be octahedral
and which produces a spectrum exhibiting con-
siderable vibronic fine structure. In addition, the
excited d configuration gives rise to two Jahn-
Teller susceptible U states. In previous work on
CaF~: Ce~, the observation of a dynamic Jahn-Tel-
ler effect was reported for the U PE ) state. 9 Sub-

sequent analysis, ' however, very strongly indi-
cated that the reported effects were attributable to
Ce~ ions at tetragonally distorted (charge-compen-
sated) sites which indeed precluded the possibility
of a Jahn-Teller effect. In the present work, there
is no charge-compensation problem and evidence
for Jahn-Teller effects can be sought in an ion
whose site symmetry is well characterized. Since
the environment is octahedral rather than cubal (as
for CaF, :Ce '), the crystal-field splitting has op-
posite sign and the ~

T2 term is observed rather
than the ~E state discussed in Refs. 9 and 10. 2T~,
however, is split under the large spin-orbit cou-
pling, into a lower energy U,

'

and a higher-energy
E, state, the former of which is itself Jahn-Teller
susceptible.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Cs~NaYC16 was prepared by method E of Morss
et aL 7; i.e. , evaporating an HCl solution of the
requisite anhydrous chlorides to dryness. The
material thus obtained had an x-ray-diffraction
powder pattern similar to those given' for some
isomorphous salts. Neither CsCl nor NaC1, the
two most likely impurities, were detected in sig-
nificant amounts. The powder pattern could be in-
dexed well with the previously reported lattice con-
stant of 10.73 A. ~ All material prepared in this
way contained small amounts of impurities. Fe~'
from HCl is possibly one; another has been shown
to be present in 99.9% YC13 but has not yet been
identified. All impurity absorptions are observed
in the spectrum of an undoped crystal and in no way
interfere with the Ces' spectrum reported here.
The impurity bands, in general, are broad and
featureless and decrease in intensity as the crys-
tal is cooled showing that they correspond to for-
bidden transitions, in contrast to the allowed Ce3'
transitions which will be discussed.

Single crystals were grown in vacuum-sealed
quartz ampoules by the Bridgeman technique. The
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FIG. 1, Absorption and MCD spectrum of Cs2NaYC16. Ce ' at about 6'K. [8]z is the MCD in molar ellipticity units
(defined as in natural optical activity) per gauss in the direction of the light beam. [8]+=3.30 && 10 (E& —&&)/H.
molar extinction coefficient (optical density divided by the product of concentration in mole liter and sample thickness
in cm). The Ce ' concentration is approximately 5. 5 && 10+M, and rough absolute values of e and [8]+ are reported. The
bar spectrum shows the calculated positions of vibronic lines for the U~ state (solid bars) and Ez" state (dashed bars) as-
suming p&(a«) = 300 cm ~ (large vertical bars) and v(lattice) =45 cm (small vertical bars). For clarity, the progressions
1l-6l and 1'l-6'l are labeled at their first rePeat in v&(a&~) =300 cm ' (see Table II for detailed assignments).

dropping rate was about 3 in. per day, and the max-
imum temperature was between 850 and 900 'C.
The small quantity of Ces' dopant was added as the
sulfate salt. It seemed unlikely that the sulfate
would remain coordinated to the Ce~ in the result-
ing doped crystal since the material was in a mol-
ten state for several days. This is confirmed by
EPR measurements" which show that the Ce '
sites are precisely octahedral (see below).

MCD and absorption spectra were measured us-
ing a Durrum-Jasco J-10B CD-UV spectrophoto-
meter interfaced with a Spex 1400-II —,'-m double-
grating monochromator. Spectral slit widths be-
tween 2 and 10 cm ' were used. Complete resolu-
tion was not always achieved, but the structure of
all essential features was ascertained. The ab-
sorption spectrum was also recorded out to 50000
cm ' on a Cary 14 spectrophotometer, and there
are no indications of additional features that can be
attributed to Ces .

A rough (+ 50%) determination of Ce-atom con-
centration was made using high-resolution spark-
source mass-spectrometric techniques. It was
found that the ratio of Ce to Cs atoms in the doped
crystal was (5.6+2.8) X10 4. From the known
crystal structure of the host, one calculates a Ce~'

concentration of 5.48 &&10 3 mole liter '. Measur-
ing the crystal thickness (+ 5%) thus permits rough
absolute values of a and [8]„to be reported (Figs.
1 and 2). The most significant theoretical quanti-
ties are ratios of an MCD and absorption parameter
(e.g. , A/D or C/D) which are independent of con-
centration uncertainties. Relative spectral ampli-
tudes in the absorption and MCD spectra should be
good, respectively, to + 15'Pg and + 25%.

All spectra shown were recorded using the Spex
monochromator which was calibrated against known
wavelengths of a mercury arc lamp. The frequen-
cies of sharp peaks should be good to about + 5 cm '.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Assignment of Electronic Transitions

Figure 1 shows the MCD and absorption spectrum
of CsaNaYC1, :Ce~' recorded at (6.0+0. 5) K. The
integrated absorption intensity remains approxi-
mately constant as the temperature is lowered to
6 K, and this coupled with observed & values
greater than 103 conclusively demonstrates the
allowed nature of the transitions. (At room tem-
perature, the entire absorption region consists of
a single smooth band. ) It seems well established
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that f-d transitions are expected for Ce~' in this
energy range, ' ~ and the spectra are interpreted
on this basis. Since the ground state is degenerate,
the MCD spectrum should be dominated by C terms
(which vary as T ')." This is strongly suggested
by the very large [e]„values observed and has been
explicitly confirmed by observing the expected T '
dependence in the - (6-20) 'K range. A terms will
only be observed for sharp lines since their peak-
to-trough amplitude varies as the inverse second
power of the linewidth. '3

There are two electronic transitions. Measured
by the no-phonon line frequencies, these are lo-
cated at 26 196 (line 0) and 29435 cm ~ (line 0 ).
The first band consists of a series of negative C
terms" (positive MCD) with positive A terms' also
evident for some of the lines. The second transi-
tion shows a series of positive C terms accom-
panied by negative A terms. There is considerable
overlap of the two bands since the a&, progression
in the first no-phonon line (lines 1-4) extends at
least through four quanta. Line 4 (Fig. 1) at
-29400 cm ' is only slightly to the red of the no-
phonon line of the second transition, and there is
an indication of line 5 at - 29 700 cm . The asso-
ciation of line 0 at 29435 cm ' with a new elec-
tronic transition seems especially obvious in the
MCD pattern where a sharp negative A term ap-
pears for the first time.

The assignment of the two observed transitions
can be conveniently discussed using the schematic
energy-level diagram of Fig. 3. The f' ground
state of Ces' gives rise, in the atomic case, to a
'F term which splits into 'F5&a and E»3 states
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FIG. 2. Detail of the MCD and absorption spectrum
from Fig. 1 showing the first set of absorptions in the
U~ excited state. The large, medium, and smallvertical
bars show calculated positions, respectively, of the 300-,
45- and 16-cm ~ progressions (see Table II for detailed
assignments). Units are as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Schematic energy-level diagram for six-

coordinated Ce ' in 0& symmetry. Dashed lines show
correlations with closest limiting case. Some observed
energies and calculated splittings for Ce ' in Cs&NaYC16
are also shown. For Ces', the free-ion values are (Ref.
18) /~=644 cm, /@=996 cm

under spin-orbit coupling. To first order, the
splitting is 3

—
g& with F5&3 lowest. E,&~

- E»~
transitions have been directly observed in the ex-
pected 2000-3000-cm ' range in CeF3 and in
LaF3. Ce3'. '4 In the octahedral field of the six
chloride ligands, the F5&~ ground state will split
into E and U components 5 separated by an un-
known amount, presumably of the order of 10 cm
Simple crystal-field theory predicts that the E
state will be lowest. '6 This is confirmed by liquid-
helium EPR measurements on single crystal and
powder samples which show a single isotropic reso-
nance, with a half-width of 10 G, corresponding to
a Ig( value of 1.266(3)." An isolated E ( +S~q)
state in octahedral symmetry would give a Igl value
of 1.429, '~ but this discrepancy can be readily ac-
counted for by assuming that either -1% or -12%
E ( F~&z) is mixed into the ground state. ' A U

ground state would not give an isotropic EPR spec-
trum. ' The isotronic behavior of the EPR reso-
nance shoaos that the Ce '-ion ground-state site
symmetry is 0„.

In contrast to the more usual (approximately)
cubal site symmetry, '0 the Ces' ions are octa-
hedrally coordinated in the present case, and thus
the crystal-field splitting has the ta, orbitals below
the e, . In Fig. 3, the ground-state f manifold is
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TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental parameters. ~

D)

b

D)
X,b

D2

C b C&+C"
D2 Di+D2

Dg

D2

Theory

K=1.0
I g I

= 1.429c

K= 0. 83
g( 1 429c

f(.'=1.0
) g l

= 1.266~

—0.357

—0.357

—0. 316

—1.714 0. 714 —0. 336

—1.601 0. 714 -0.336

—1.633 0.633 —0.298

50

50

50

integration~
Experiment

individual
lines

(-)
0 21h 0 17h

(+)
(+)

-0.14

'Subscripts 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to the transitions E„"(F&~2)-U~'( T2 ) and
E„"(F5~2) Et"( T2 ). Details of the theoretical calculations are summarized in the Ap-
pendix. B-term effects (field-induced mixing) (Ref. 13) are not included since they in-
tegrate approximately to zero over both transitions. This follows when it is recognized
that amplitudes comparable to the observed C terms are possible only for field-induced
mixing between the two partially overlapping electronic bands, and this effect produces
pairs of B terms equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.

Units of Bohr magnetons.
I g l value calculated assuming the ground state is pure E„"(F5~2).

A lower limit for K obtained by taking the ratio of observed to theoretical spin-orbit
splitting.

)g ) value measured in EPR spectrum (Ref. 11).
~Integrations are over the entire spectral region of Fig. 1 and involve the relations

(Cq+ C2)/kT= —(1/33. 33)f([8)z/v) dv and D&+D2=9. 1834&& 10~f(e/v)dv (Ref. 13).
Very rough guess —see text.
A& and C& determined by Gaussian fit of line 0. D& obtained by numerical inte-

gration of line 0 excluding line a and assuming that total area is twice area of low-
energy half of line.

much more closely represented by the left-hand
side of the diagram (eF) while the excited-state d
manifold is close to the right-hand side ('T&, 'E,).
This reflects the fact that spin-orbit coupling is
much more important than the crystal field in the

f manifold and vice versa for the d manifold. The
actual states are shown in the middle of Fig. 3. The
ordering within the f manifold is a plausible one
selected from an octahedral 5f' case (NpFe).

In contrast to the cubal case where the first
strong region of absorption corresponds to a single
electronic transition to ('/, (eE ), two electronic
transitions are expected in this case separated
by -&f~, where &~=1000 cm ' is the free-ion spin-
orbit coupling constant for a Ces 5d electron. ' A

splitting of the expected magnitude is indeed ob-
served (experimental value = 1239 cm '), which
corresponds to a quite reasonable reduction from
the free-ion value (nephelauxetic effect). 'e The
transitions are therefore assigned (from low to
high energy) as E„(F,&2)- U, (3Te,) and E„(2F,&3)
—E~ ( Tm~), respectively The MC.D spectrum pro-
vides immediate support for these assignments
since positive A and negative C terms are associ-
ated with the no-phonon line of the first transition
and vice versa for the second, in direct accord

with the theoretical calculations (Table I and Ap-
pendix) which are certainly reliable in sign. It is
also possible to extract rough quantitative values
of some of the parameters for comparison with
theory, and the results are summarized in Table I.
Only line 0 is sufficiently isolated in both absorp-
tion and MCD to permit a direct estimate of param-
eters for a single electronic transition. The signs
are as predicted and the ratio of A/C agrees well
with theory. The ratios A/D and C/D are appre-
ciably low compared to the theoretical parameters
which are probably most accurately represented
by the z =1.0, Igl =1.266 case. The integrated
quantity (C, + Ca)/(D, + De) is similarly low in com-
parison to theory. Even taking all uncertainties
into account, a real discrepancy seems probable.
Furthermore, though the two absorption bands are
so strongly overlapped as to completely preclude
an accurate determination of individual electronic
dipole strengths, a rough guess suggests a ratio of
-10 (or even perhaps 20) in contrast to the theoret-
ical ratio of 50 (see Appendix). It should, how-
ever, be noted that the theoretical ratio D,/D, = 50
is extremely sensitive to deviations from the sim-
ple model used —for example, to the assumption that
the ground state is pure E„(F,&3). If E„( F7/e) is
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appropriately mixed into the ground state ( 1% or- 12%), the experimental g value can be reproduced.
However such mixings produce calculated DJDz
ratios of 440 or 2.9, respectively, neither of which
accords with experiment. In fact, it seems likely
that D,/Dz is sensitive to even small amounts of
mixing of metal and ligand orbitals, and detailed
consideration of this possibility would probably be
required to explain the experimental ratios.

It was mentioned previously (Sec. H) that no fur-
ther Ce~' absorption was observed out to 50000 cm '
implying that n(=—10Dq) ~ 20000 cm '. McClure and
Kiss quote an unpublished value of Dq= 2050 cm '
for Ce~' in CaF~ based on work of Struck. This is
consistent with the present observation since the
crystal-field splitting in cubal CaF2 should be -9 6,
and & values for Cl are typically -10k less than
for F 12(b)

Since there is little doubt regarding the assign-
ment of the electronic transitions, attention will
now be directed to the detailed vibronic structure.

B. Assignment of Vibronic Fine Structure

Since the two electronic transitions are allowed,
the most prominent vibronic features should be a&,
progressions built on each of the no-phonon lines.
Indeed, there is a very clear -300-cm ' progres-
sion labeled 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5'? for the first (lower-
energy} transition and 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5 for the
second (higher-energy) transition which undoubtedly
arises from the a,, breathing mode v& of the CeC16
moiety. Such a pattern is commonly observed in
hexahalide systems. ' 4 However, Fig. 1 reveals
much additional structure.

The EPR results" previously quoted demonstrat-
ed precise O„ground-state site symmetry at the
Ce~ ions. It seems likely that this is at least ap-
proximately true in the two electronic excited states
discussed here. Specifically, the no-phonon line
of the first band, at 28196 cm ', is quite sharp
(halfwidth -6 cm ') and shows no obvious splitting.
If the Ce~ ion in this excited state resided at a
site of lower symmetry, this line would be expect-
ed to split into two Kramers doublets. It seems
reasonable to make a similar assumption for the
second transition (starting with line 0 at 29435
cm ') though no splitting of this nature is possible
because the excited electronic state is a Kramers
doublet. Under these circumstances, only g ex-
cited-state vibrations can be seen (in the electric-
dipole approximation} since the electronic transi-
tions are u-g.

The U excited state is Jahn-Teller susceptible,
whereas the E, excited state is not. Thus, to first
order, ta or e, modes can borrow intensity from
the no-phonon line in the first case but can only
appear via out-of-state (Herzberg-Teller) mixing
in the second. In actual fact, the vibronic struc-

ture in both bands is quite similar and, in addition
to the vz progression in the no-phonon lines, is
characterized by approximately equally spaced
(-45 cm ') series of lines (I/ —6l and 1 I —6 I)
which are repeated several times in v&. The low
frequency indicates a lattice mode, and the basic
similarity in pattern for the two electronic transi-
tions suggests a common mechanism. It seems
likely that the series 1l —6l and 1 l —6 l constitute
progressions in a totally symmetric localized or
pseudolocalized lattice mode. " This same effect
was observed previously in CszZrBr, :Ir' (band 6),'
and similar effects in molecular crystals have been
discussed recently. ~3

There is some further structure evident within
the first p& quantum of the lower-energy transition,
and this region is displayed in greater detail in
Fig. 2. First, there is a very weak line (labeled
a) -16 cm ~ to the red of the no-phonon line. It is
seen quite clearly in the MCD and has the same
sign and approximate A/C ratio as the no-phonon
line. About the same energy to the blue of the no-
phonon line is a barely perceptible shoulder which
is not well resolved either in absorption or MCD
(line b). It seems likely that the -16-cm ' fre-
quency corresponds to another lattice mode with a
hot band mirrored -16 cm ' to the red of the no-
phonon line. The energy is certainly low enough
to permit appreciable population of the first vi-
brational excited state at the temperature of the
experiment (-6 'K). As the temperature of the
crystal is raised, the lines broaden rapidly, and
no further information is obtained. There is ad-
ditional structure on both shoulders of line 1/ and
on several of the higher energy lines in Fig. 2.
Lines e and d line up well as members of a pro-
gression in the 16-cm ' lattice mode (see bar
spectrum, Fig. 2). Lines n, P, and y are dis-
cussed below. No additional structure was re-
solved beyond line 1 in the first electronic transi-
tion or anywhere in the second electronic transi-
tion. A detailed assignment of most of the vibronic
structure is summarized in Table II.

Finally, consideration should be given to the pos-
sibility of a Jahn-Teller effect in the lower-energy
transition. The frequencies of the Jahn-Teller
active "internal" modes [vz(e ) and vz(tz )] of CeClz
do not appear to have been measured, but ground-
state data are available for the closely related 4f
system CeC16~ . These frequencies should cer-
tainly not differ markedly from those of our moi-
ety. zz The g frequencies (in cm ') are" vq(aq, ) =295,
vz(e, ) =205, and vz(tz, )=120. (v& is seen to be very
close to our excited state value of 300. ) It is clear
that no prominent lines are attributable to the e or
tz, modes. Two weak features (lines n and P) ap-
pear about 100 and 130 cm ', respectively, from
the no-phonon line and either may well correspond
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to vs(tz, ); another shoulder (line y) about 194 cm '
from the no-phonon line could reasonably be attrib-
uted to vz(e, ). Conceivably, one or more of these
lines can also be assigned to the 16-cm ' lattice
progression (see bar spectrum, Fig. 2), though
this seems unlikely for the 194-cm ' shoulder. If
vm and/or vs have been observed, they may gain
their intensity through the Jahn-Teller mechanism.
However, there is no evidence of the features ex-
pected for a strong Jahn-Teller effect —strong
progressions in the active modes with the appear-
ance of a complex vibronic pattern. Aside from the
obvious a1~ progression in v&, strong electron-lat-
tice coupling is exhibited only in the low-frequency
totally symmetric lattice modes previously dis-
cussed. No feature of the spectrum requires the
Jahn-Teller effect for its explanation. The situa-
tion is similar to that in the U„Jahn-I'eller sus-
ceptible state of IrBrsa (band 8), 4 where in fact the

TABLE G. Assignment of vibrational structure in
Cs2NaYC16 .-Ce '.

t~, and e, modes are very clearly seen without any
indication of a strong Jahn-Teller effect.

Because e orbitals form 0 bonds in octahedral
complexes, states involving e, electrons should be
particularly Jahn-Teller susceptible. ~4 It is there-
fore unfortunate that it has not been possible in this
work to observe the higher-energy E„PF»z)
—U, (aE,) transition which lies beyond 50000 cm '.

The Jahn-Teller effect could also manifest itself
through a Ham-effect quenching~4 of the spin-orbit
coupling thus decreasing the separation of the
EI ( Tz~) and U ( T2 ) states from its expected value
(- ~fI) H.owever, the magnitude of the observed
decrease from the free-ion value is not at all un-
expected, ' and in view of the large energy separa-
tion, it seems extremely unlikely that a Ham effect
is involved. Furthermore, a large Ham effect,
such as the one which drastically quenches the
spin-orbit coupling in the excited ~ T~„charge-trans-
fer manifold of IrC16 also gives rise to a complex
vibronic pattern. 3 ~5

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Transition

E„"(F5/2) -U'g'( T2g)

Line

C

1l
d
2l

P
3l
4l
'y

5l
6l
1
2

3
4

5(?)
E"(F ) E II(2T ) 0'

u 5/2
Il

2 Il

3'l
4 Il

6'l

2'
3 I

4 I

5 I

Energy
(cm-')

28 180
28 196
28 210
28 228
28 242
28 260
28 288
28 296
28 326
28 334
28 380
28 390
28 430
28 478
28 502
28 798
29 096
29 398
29 703
29435
29483
29 533
29 573
29 618
29668
29 708
29 736
30 038
30 338
30 633
30 943

Assignment

Hot band in v(1)
0 —0
+ v(1)
+ 2v(1)
+ v(2)d
+ 4v(1)
+ 2V(2)
+ V5(t2g)?
+ V5(t2g)?
+ 3v(2)
+4v(2)
+ v2(eg)?
+ 5v(2)
+6v(2)
+ vl(al ): CeC18

+2vl(al )

+3vl(a, )
+ 4vi (ale)
+ 5vi(al )

0 —0
+ v(2)"
+ 2v(2)
+ 3v(2)
+ 4v(2)
+ 5v(2)
+ 6 v(2)
+ vl (alg): CeC18

"
+ 2 vg (alg)
+ 3v((aug)
+ 4vl(a(g)
+ 5V1(alg)

16c
0

14c
18
46 '

32'
46

100c
130
46
46

196c
50
48

306
296
298
302
305

0
48c
50
40
45
50
40

301
302
300
295
310

The electric-dipole-allowed 4f'- 5d' transitions
of octahedral Ces', E„(aF,&2)- U,(2',) and E„"(3F,&,)
—E, (aT3,), have been identified using absorption
and MCD techniques at liquid-helium temperature.
The U, (aTz,) and E, (2',) excited states are split
by -1240 cm due to spin-orbit coupling in the 5d
orbital. The vibronic fine structure observed in
both bands can be explained almost entirely in
terms of progressions in v, (a&) of the CeC18 moi-
ety with low-frequency lattice progressions super-
imposed. Most of the band intensity resides in the
latter progressions. One quantum of the Jahn-
Teller active modes va(e ) and/or vs(ta ) may appear
as weak shoulders in the U, ( T2,) state, but there
are no indications of a significant Jahn-Teller ef-
fect. n(=-10Dq) is -20000 cm ' in the excited state.

It is clear that Cs2NaYC16 is an admirable host
for optical studies. Ce at high-dilution substi-
tutes for Y" at precisely octahedral sites in the
crystal, and there is every reason to expect that
the same will be true for a variety of other ions.
Thus optical studies should be possible on ions in-
cluding lanthanides in the 3+ oxidation state at sites
of octahedral symmetry.

Energy from preceding line in progression unless
noted otherwise.

v(1) is a -16 -cm a« lattice mode.
Energy from appropriate 0-0 line.
v(2) is a -45 cm a« lattice mode. The frequencies

corresponding to the progression in this mode are only
listed for the first quantum of v& (a«): CeC16

e3v(1) would be unresolved from line 1$ (see Pig. 2).
Either line 0( or P could be vs with the other a mem-

ber of the v(1) progression.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF MCD AND ABSORPTION
PARAMETERS

For an isotropic molecule doped into a cubic host
with longitudinal applied magnetic field, the MCD
parameters A and C, and the dipole strength D, for
the transition a- j, can be expressed in molecule-
fixed axes by'3

C= a p., a am, j — am j
i3 0~]

D= amj + am
a a J

(2)

(3)

where d, is the degeneracy of I a), m and n are,
respectively, the electric and magnetic dipole
operators, m, -=(-i/~2) (m„+im, ), m =-(i/W2}
(m„- im, ), and I a) and I j) are required to be di-
agonal in p, .

Using the basis functions, coupling tables, defi-
nitions, and conventions of Ref. 15, Eqs. (1}-(3)
can be expressed in terms of reduced matrix ele-
ments for any specific transition. ~~ For E - U,
the results are

A = —f[(3/2~») «'I
I I I I

U'&)+ (2/~»)

x(U'll all U'& + &1/2))3}&E"
I I u I I

E"
&]

x 1&E"
I I ml I

U'& I, (4)

(5)
It 11

and for E,»- E~&,

A = (f/~3}(«('a) II ~ I I EIa) &+ «Il) I I ~ II EI)) & )

x
I «I)) llmll EIa &I',

C = (- f/~3} & Ea) I I ~ II EI)) &1«Il) I I ml I EIa & I'
(3)
(9)D =

I «I)) llmll E'e) & I'

In these expressions, (jll pll j), (all mllj), etc. ,
are reduced matrix elements, i=))-1, and gerade
and ungerade subscripts are usually omitted since
whichever is applicable should be evident.
( U I p,, I U ) requires two independent reduced ma-
trix elements (subscripts 1 and 2) because Tq(I))
&U contains U twice.

It is necessary to evaluate the reduced matrix
elements in Eqs. (4)-(9) to obtain the required re-

A= jp., j —ap, , a

x (I &al m, I j& I'
I &al m-I j&l & &1}

suits. This will be done in the present case
by explicit use of relevant wave functions
though the irreducible-tensor method as extended
to the O~ double group by Doboshs~ allows one to
completely avoid the construction of wave functions
in such problems. (The latter method is of great
power in more complex problems and is well-suited
for systematic tabulation and computerization. }

In the present case, the ground state is (approxi-
mately) E„(E,&z}. E for Z=-', is explicitly tabu-
lated in Griffith (Table A19"), and the —,

' functions
can in turn be expressed in the I.-S basis (l= 3,
s=-,') using Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. The re-
sult for the a component is

IE"a"&= —,I3--, &-

~io, 5-
~42 I

-1- 2 &+ ~421-2 l & (10)

where the notation is I m, m, ) for a 4f electron.
The 5d functions of the excited states, U, ('Ts, )

and E, ('T,,), can also be expressed in the f.-S
basis (Im, m, ) for l=2, s= —,') using Tables A20
and A24 of Griffith. " The results are

and for E„(F,&s)-E ( TI,),
A/D = —

2~ (14'+ 22), C/D = ~,
D=8

I &f ll

mild�

&I'

In these expressions, the ratios (A/D, C/D) are in
units of Bohr magnetons, z is the excited-state orb-
ital reduction factor, "and (f I I m I Id) is a 4f- 5d
reduced-transition-dipole matrix element.

I
1 -.'& -~I 2-4)+&-I-2- 4&,

I U'~&=~~ll l&-~~I2- l&+~~I-2- l&, &»)

(13)

Equations (10)-(13)give sufficient functions to
evaluate all reduced matrix elements in Eqs. (4)-
(9). To relate the dipole strengths (D) for the two
transitions, both must be expressed in terms of a
common element. This may be done using the well-
known transition-dipole matrix elements for spher-
ical harmonics. '8 The final results are, for
E„('&sg2)- U, ('1'2,),

A/D =
& (- 35m + 50), C/D = —

$)
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